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ABSTRACT—Infants’ patterns of attachment to their moth-

ers and fathers influence important developmental out-

comes. Studies suggest that infants form discordant

attachment patterns to mothers and fathers, and stress the

importance of assessing infants’ parental attachment rela-

tionships to evaluate their integrative effects on how they

function later in life. However, such studies are few, based

on small samples, and not well-designed longitudinally.

Moreover, mixed results on how infants’ attachment pat-

terns to mothers and fathers affect important developmen-

tal outcomes have resulted in theoretical inconsistencies

regarding the model that best describes the organization

of multiple attachment relationships and their effect on

later development. In this article, we review research on

the unsettled issue of infants’ network of attachment to

mothers and fathers, and propose explanatory models

that can be tested empirically; the methods we suggest are

more robust and innovative than those that have been

used traditionally.

KEYWORDS—early attachment network; developmental

outcomes

[Article corrected on December 01, 2017, after first online pub-

lication on November 26, 2017: Figure 1 has been corrected to

provide clarity.]

According to attachment theory, early parent–child experi-

ences are the foundations on which infants develop attachment

relationships with their caregivers (1). These, in turn, have been

hypothesized to shape children’s relational world through the

development and consolidation of representations of relation-

ships (2), which over time influence long-term developmental

outcomes, including psychological functioning and physiological

well-being (3).

Despite recognizing the importance of the influence of both

parents on children’s upbringing and development, most studies

of infant attachment have relied heavily on what Bowlby

referred to as monotropy (4). These studies assumed that only

one person, usually the mother, is an important attachment fig-

ure, whereas the other caretakers are subsidiary attachment fig-

ures with marginal influence on children’s development.

However, in recent decades, expectations relating to gender

roles and parenting have changed the normative patterns of

early childhood care to involve both parents to various degrees,

as reflected in the inclusion of fathers in infant attachment the-

ory and research (5). This, in turn, has spurred calls for research

to focus on early attachment patterns to both parents. Some

studies have emphasized the role of both mothers and fathers in

influencing children’s developmental outcomes, most focusing

on identifying the specific domains to which each parental

attachment relationship contributes (6–12). This work has relied

on the independence hypothesis (13), which suggests that a

child’s separate attachment relationships with each parent,

regardless of their concordance or lack thereof, may lead to dif-

ferent developmental outcomes. Although the independence

hypothesis expanded attachment research to the possible effects

of fathers on children’s development, it still assumed that only

one parent, either the mother or the father, influences develop-

mental outcomes.

We suggest that although each attachment relationship

between infants and caregivers (mothers or fathers) may be

important in independently predicting developmental outcomes,

there may be more to the story. If a single insecure attachment

longitudinally affects psychological functioning (14–17) and
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physical health (18, 19), two insecure attachments within the

family are liable to result in even less optimal outcomes for an

infant’s developmental trajectory. Similarly, a secure attachment

to one parent may buffer the negative effects of an insecure

attachment to the other. Infants form simultaneously indepen-

dent attachments to mothers and fathers (7, 8, 11, 20, 21),

resulting in many possible variations of attachment patterns

early in life (i.e., secure to both, secure to only one, insecure to

both). Therefore, we ask: What role do two infant–parent attach-
ment relationships jointly play in children’s development?

Twenty-five years ago, van IJzendoorn, Sagi, and Lambermon

(13) addressed the issue of infants’ independent attachment rela-

tionships with mothers and fathers in what they referred to as

the multiple caretaker paradox. They asked how attachment to

one caregiver (usually the mother) could predict developmental

outcomes if children attach in different ways to different care-

takers. This question set the stage for the integrative hypothesis

(13), which suggests that two early parental attachment relation-

ships carry forward jointly to influence later developmental

outcomes. This hypothesis assumes that the network of infant–
mother and infant–father attachment relationships may predict

developmental outcomes more strongly than either attachment

relationship alone. Therefore, it may provide a more complete

explanatory model than these attachment relationships provide

independently.

Although few studies have assessed the integrative hypothesis,

including two that did not support it (10, 13), it should be tested

systematically for two reasons. First, given that children are

often raised by both mothers and fathers, assessing attachment

patterns to both parents may provide a more ecologically valid

approach to understanding the individual’s developmental tra-

jectory than examining the effects of a single attachment rela-

tionship alone (22). Assessing the effect of the attachment

network on developmental outcomes also adds a quantita-

tive approach (i.e., the number of secure attachments in the

family) to the qualitative approach inherent in attachment theory

(i.e., the nature of the attachment bond). Adding a quantitative

dimension to attachment may broaden the scope of attachment

theory to include cultures in which children are raised by multi-

ple caregivers (23). Second, longitudinal links between single

infant–mother attachment relationships and later developmental

outcomes, such as social competence or internalizing and exter-

nalizing symptoms (14, 15, 17, 24), were modest in size. This

may be because studies exclude the second parent (mostly

fathers), who may have an added effect on children’s develop-

mental trajectory. Therefore, assessing the effect of a network of

attachment may enhance the predictive power of early attach-

ment patterns on later outcomes.

INTEGRATIVE MODELS OF ATTACHMENT NETWORKS

The interrelated attachment relationships formed by infants with

their mothers and fathers, which we refer to as an attachment

network, can be considered by grouping infants into four attach-

ment configurations. We use the term configuration to refer to

the relation between the two organized parental attachment pat-

terns (secure and insecure): insecure with both mother and

father (I-I); secure with mother, insecure with father (SM-IF);

insecure with mother, secure with father (IM-SF); and secure with

both mother and father (S-S).

The integration of the two parental attachment patterns during

the first 18 months has so far been assessed by a few studies,

all with small samples (30–100 infants). Although these studies

pointed out the importance of assessing infants’ early attachment

relationships with mothers and fathers for evaluating the integra-

tive effect of such relationships on later functioning, they were

not necessarily based on a priori conceptual or methodological

planning, but often on hypothesis-generating models (11). The

absence of a theoretical framework for understanding the possi-

ble joint effects of infants’ attachment patterns to both parents

on developmental outcomes resulted in studies that have pro-

duced mixed findings as well as theoretical inconsistencies

regarding the way early attachment patterns to both parental fig-

ures affect later developmental outcomes.

To address the unsettled issue of the role that infants’

attachment to mothers and fathers jointly plays in predicting

developmental outcomes, we reviewed references of articles

and book chapters. We searched for studies that reported

infant or child attachment patterns to both parents, assessed

using categorical attachment measures—either the Strange Sit-

uation Procedure (25) or the Attachment Story Completion

Task (see Table S1)—and looked at the cross-sectional or lon-

gitudinal links between the four attachment configurations and

developmental outcomes. Studies were conducted in Belgium

(26), Germany (27), Israel (13, 28, 29), the Netherlands (13,

30), Sweden (6, 10), and the United States (21, 31, 32).1

Because few studies have examined infant attachment net-

works as predictors of developmental outcomes, we examined

all of them, regardless of the method of assessing infant

attachment (Strange Situation Procedure or Attachment Story

Completion Task), the socioemotional outcomes measured, the

informants (e.g., self, teacher, parent), the developmental per-

iod when the outcomes were assessed, and the children’s

sleeping arrangements (communal or home sleeping). We cap-

tured the relations between all possible Infant–
Mother 9 Infant–Father attachment configurations, and identi-

fied two main issues (the second is logically derived from the

first) that call for further assessment. Next, we present each

issue and propose two competing hypotheses, based on empiri-

cal evidence, as potential answers (see Figure 1). Finally, we

combine the individual hypotheses into four mutually exclusive

1Two important longitudinal studies that assessed infants’ attachment to moth-
ers and fathers, conducted in England (12) and Germany (7), were reviewed but
left out of the analyses because neither assessed the joint effects of the two on
developmental outcomes.
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integrative models, each reflecting the relations between the

different attachment configurations (see Table 1).

Issue 1: Does the Number of Secure Attachments Matter in

Predicting Developmental Outcomes or is One Secure

Attachment Sufficient for Optimal Development? The

Additive Hypothesis Versus the Buffering Hypothesis

Some studies suggest that the integration between the infant’s

parental attachment patterns can be described best by what we

term the additive hypothesis, which has also been referred to as

the averaging hypothesis (33) and the incomplete buffering

hypothesis (26). According to this hypothesis, a linear dose–re-
sponse relation exists between the total number of secure

attachment patterns and developmental outcomes, so more

secure relationships formed by an infant result in more optimal

developmental outcomes. In other words, infants who are

securely attached to both parents have the most optimal out-

comes, followed by those who are securely attached to only one

parent, and those who are insecurely attached to both parents

have the least optimal outcomes.

The additive hypothesis is supported by studies showing that

compared to infants who were securely attached to only one par-

ent, infants who were securely attached to both parents were

more ready (or more disinhibited) to engage positively with an

unfamiliar person in a clown costume at age 12 months (21),

and to resolve conflicts more autonomously during play with

peers at age 5 (27). Furthermore, infants who exhibited more

secure patterns of parental attachment scored higher on socioe-

motional (i.e., preschool peer play behavior) and cognitive (i.e.,

IQ index) outcomes (11, 13).

Yet other studies support what we term the buffering hypothe-

sis, which suggests that early secure attachment to one parent

offsets the risk effects of insecure attachment to the other.

Accordingly, infants who are securely attached to only one par-

ent have developmental outcomes that are as optimal as those of

infants who were securely attached to both parents, and both

A secure attachment to one 
parent buffers an insecure 
attachment to the other. 

The configuration of infants’ attachment networks with both parents predicts 
early childhood outcomes better than infants’ attachment relationships with 

either parent alone. 

The more secure attachments the 
infant forms, the more optimal the 

developmental outcome. 

INTEGRATIVE HYPOTHESIS 

ADDITIVE  
HYPOTHESIS 
S-S > S-I > I-I 

BUFFERING  
HYPOTHESIS 
S-S = S-I > I-I 

ISSUE 1:  
Does the number of secure attachments matter in predicting developmental 

outcomes? 

A secure attachment to either 
parent leads to more optimal 

outcomes than a secure 
attachment to the other 

HIERARCHICAL  
HYPOTHESIS 
SM-IF > IM-SF or 

IM-SF > SM-IF 

A secure attachment to either 
parent leads to similar outcomes 

as a secure attachment to the 
other 

HORIZONTAL  
HYPOTHESIS 
SM-IF = IM-SF 

ISSUE 2:  
Does one parent contribute more than the other to developmental outcomes? 

Figure 1. Four competing hypotheses, ordered according to the issue they address.
Note. S-S = secure with mother and father; I-I = insecure with mother and father; SM = secure with mother; SF = secure with father; IM = insecure with
mother; IF = insecure with father.
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types of infants have significantly more optimal outcomes than

infants who are insecurely attached to both parents.

Consistent with the buffering hypothesis, infants who were

securely attached to only one parent performed as well as infants

who were securely attached to both parents, and more optimally

than infants who were insecurely attached to both parents. This

was apparent in behavioral domains at age 5 (as measured by

lower abnormal and out-of-context behaviors; 27) and age 8 (as

captured by lower scores on behavioral problems mapped to the

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edi-

tion [DSM-IV] disorders of oppositional defiant disorder, con-

duct disorder, attention deficit, and hyperactivity disorder; 31).

Furthermore, children who were securely attached to one parent

but not the other, as assessed by the Attachment Story Comple-

tion Task (an instrument that probes children’s representations

of attachment relationships) at age 5, performed as well as those

who were securely attached to both parents in domains of peer

social competence (26). Finally, secure attachment to only one

parent led to fewer internalizing behavioral problems, more suc-

cessful adjustment to school stressors, and higher self-esteem

and positive evaluation of self than did insecure attachment to

both parents (26).

Issue 2: Does One Parent Contribute More than the Other

to Developmental Outcomes or Do They Matter Equally?

The Hierarchical Hypothesis Versus the Horizontal

Hypothesis

To define more thoroughly the relationship between infants who

are securely attached only to their mothers and those who are

securely attached only to their fathers, studies have compared

the two. They have asked whether an attachment relationship

with one parent influences developmental outcomes more than

an attachment relationship with the other, and if so, which par-

ent plays a more crucial role in determining such outcomes (13,

33, 34). Although researchers have been unable able to answer

these questions, two hypotheses describing the relation between

attachment patterns in infants and their mothers and infants and

their fathers have emerged.

According to the hierarchical hypothesis (13, 33, 35), one

parent influences the developmental outcomes of the child

more than the other parent. Thus, we would expect one of two

developmental trajectories to occur. One possibility is that an

infant who is securely attached only to her mother but inse-

curely attached to her father will show more optimal develop-

mental outcomes than an infant who is securely attached only

to her father but insecurely attached to her mother. Another

possibility is that an infant who is securely attached only to

her father but insecurely attached to her mother will show

more optimal developmental outcomes than an infant who is

securely attached only to her mother but insecurely attached to

her father.

Supporting this hypothesis, in one study (21), infants who

were securely attached only to their mothers were more ready

(or disinhibited) to engage positively with a stranger in a clown

costume at age 12 months than infants who were securely

attached only to their fathers. Similarly, infants who were

securely attached only to their mothers concentrated more on

play (they were more absorbed, less distracted, and more bal-

anced emotionally) and resolved conflicts with other children

more autonomously at age 5 than infants who were securely

attached only to their fathers (27).

In contrast, what we termed the horizontal hypothesis suggests

that infants with secure attachment only to their mothers have

developmental outcomes similar to infants with secure attach-

ment only to their fathers (regardless of whether these outcomes

were similar to those of infants who developed secure attach-

ment to both parents). Supporting this hypothesis, in one study

(31), children who had only one secure attachment in infancy—
to either their fathers or their mothers—reported a similar

degree of externalizing behaviors at age 8. Similarly, infants with

Table 1

Model-Based Outcome Predictions.

Integrative model Predictiona Brief description

(a) Additive- hierarchical S-S > SM-IF > IM-SF > I-I
OR

S-S > IM-SF > SM-IF > I-I

Secure attachment to only one parent (but not the other) leads to more
optimal outcomes than insecure attachment to both parents, but less
optimal outcomes than secure attachment to both parents.

(b) Additive- horizontal S-S > SM-IF = IM-SF > I-I Secure attachment to either parent (but not the other) leads to more optimal
outcomes than insecure attachment to both parents, but less optimal
outcomes than secure attachment to both parents.

(c) Buffering- hierarchical S-S = SM-IF > IM-SF > I-I
OR

S-S = IM-SF > SM-IF > I-I

Secure attachment to only one parent (but not the other) leads to equally good
outcomes as secure attachment to both parents.

(d) Buffering- horizontal S-S = SM-IF = IM-SF > I-I Secure attachment to either parent (but not the other) leads to equally good
outcomes as secure attachment to both parents, all of which are more
optimal than insecure attachment to both parents.

Note. Greater than symbols represent more optimal developmental outcomes. S-S = secure with mother and father; I-I = insecure with mother and father; SM =
secure with mother; SF = secure with father; IM = insecure with mother; IF = insecure with father. aAll models assume that the I-I group has less optimal outcomes
than the other three configuration groups.
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one secure parental attachment exhibited comparable severity of

abnormal behaviors at age 5, regardless of the parent to whom

they were securely attached (27). And in yet another study (26),

5-year-olds who were securely attached only to their mothers

did not differ significantly from 5-year-olds who were securely

attached only to their fathers in predicting socioemotional com-

petence, self-esteem, and positive representation of self.

We propose combining the two pairs of dichotomized hypothe-

ses (additive vs. buffering and hierarchical vs. horizontal) into

four mutually exclusive models to capture the different relations

between the attachment network configurations: additive-hier-

archical, additive-horizontal, buffering-hierarchical, and buffer-

ing-horizontal. Each model incorporates predictions that

simultaneously answer the two issues raised earlier, and each

model may explain one or more outcomes, but no two models

explain the same outcome.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR

ASSESSING THE EARLY ATTACHMENT NETWORK

Assessing the predictive power of infant attachment networks on

developmental outcomes requires that studies be based on suffi-

ciently large nonconvenience samples that include infants with

all four integrative attachment configurations (S-S, SM-IF, IM-SF,

and I-I). To obtain a sample of a size that allows a powerful rep-

resentation of all four attachment configurations, conditional

probabilities (e.g., the probability of any infant being classified

as S-S, SM-IF, IM-SF, or I-I) should be calculated. For example,

in the Israeli study mentioned earlier (13), approximately 35%

of infants were securely attached to two parents (S-S), about

19% were securely attached to mothers but insecurely attached

to fathers (SM-IF), about 30% were insecurely attached to moth-

ers but securely attached to fathers (IM-SF), and about 16% were

insecurely attached to both parents (I-I). Accordingly, to ensure

an adequately powered four-group sample that meets the mini-

mum quota for the smallest probable attachment configuration

group (16% infants who are insecurely attached to both parents)

requires assessing at least 440 infants for attachment patterns

with both parents to obtain adequate statistical power for predic-

tions. Although this process is tedious and costly, it is essential

for longitudinally assessing the links between the proposed net-

work of attachment models and developmental outcomes.2

When assessing integrative attachment network models,

research has focused on various cognitive, adaptive, and socioe-

motional outcomes in early and mid-childhood. However, no

consistent organizational framework guided the choice of out-

come measures attachment networks are likely to predict, result-

ing in lack of coherence in explaining the links between the

two. We view the early attachment network as a context in

which infants’ stress and emotion regulatory systems are shaped,

influencing their ability to cope with relational stressors later in

life. Therefore, we emphasize the relevance of stress-related out-

comes at both the psychological and biological levels when

assessing the four proposed attachment network models. Infant

attachment insecurity and its correlates (e.g., parental sensitiv-

ity) are linked to psychological functioning (e.g., internalizing

and externalizing symptoms; 16, 31), biological stress regulation

dysfunctions, and health-related outcomes (e.g., obesity and

inflammation markers; 18, 37). Hence, we propose assessing

similar psychological and physiological outcomes when testing

the integrative hypothesis outlined here.

CONCEPTUAL AND EMPIRICAL CONSIDERATIONS

FOR RESEARCH ON EARLY ATTACHMENT NETWORKS

Next, we turn to the methods of potential longitudinal studies of

attachment networks. First, the models proposed here are pre-

mised on the categorical approach to attachment patterns.

Although this has been the most prevalent approach in predict-

ing developmental outcomes since the Strange Situation Proce-

dure was introduced in the 1970s, several approaches to

attachment security have emerged, including the dimensional

analysis of the Strange Situation Procedure (25) and the Attach-

ment Q-Set (38). The categorical approach is the most parsimo-

nious, but other approaches may also prove useful in assessing

attachment network models.

Second, we focused on organized infant attachment classifica-

tions, that is, the secure and insecure patterns of attachment;

hence, we did not specify the nuances that may be associated

with insecure attachment (e.g., ambivalent and avoidant attach-

ment patterns). However, researchers are encouraged to consider

the two types of attachment insecurity when assessing the asso-

ciation between early attachment networks and developmental

outcomes because they add required specificity to the complex

developmental trajectories following formation of insecure

attachments (16, 17). Furthermore, we did not refer to disorga-

nized infant attachment patterns. Although disorganization in

infancy, mainly with mothers, predicts later developmental out-

comes (16), considering this attachment category at this stage of

theoretical development may increase the conceptual and practi-

cal complexity of the subject.

Finally, our review focused on the attachment network to

mothers and fathers. An attachment network can also include

nonparental (e.g., professional) caregivers, which may affect

children’s developmental outcomes significantly (39). In this

article, we offer a starting point from which other types and sizes

of attachment networks can be studied, and we encourage

researchers to include nonparental attachment figures when

assessing attachment networks.

In conclusion, developmental trajectories across the lifespan

are multifaceted and determined by many factors, some related

to attachment in infancy. Little attention has been directed at

the integrative influence on developmental outcomes of

2An even larger sample (760 infants) was recruited successfully by the second
author over a year (36).
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attachment relationships with mothers and fathers, but the ques-

tion has been asked for a long time (40, 41). We propose an

organizational framework from which investigators can embark

on research to inform and expand our understanding of the role

of early attachment relationships in individuals’ development.

We believe that the early network of attachment models we have

presented may function as more complex, more thoroughly elab-

orated, and more ecologically valid predictors of developmental

outcomes than the ones that have been conceptually and empiri-

cally formulated.
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